
in2in – meteorological modelling at IETU 

To analyse environmental phenomena de-
pendant on the meteorological conditions the 
data concerning spatial distribution and time 
variability of a meteorological phenomenon 
are required. For instance, to determine the 
contaminant transpor t trajectory it is essen-
tial to know a three-dimensional wind field 
and the changes of the field in time . It can be 
obtained through modelling of meteorologi-
cal parameters taking into consideration the 
applicable physical laws .

Before 2007 IETU used meteorological 
data modelled in other centres . In 2007 the 
assemble of a MM5 computing cluster was 
star ted . The MM5 cluster consists of five 
quad-core computers and enables generat-
ing four-dimensional meteorological data for 
Poland . 

Fig. 2. Wind field and precipitation forecasts for Poland 

The project: Development of IT infrastructure for collection, processing and analyses of environmental data (in2in) is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund 
under the Innovative Economy Operational Programme .

A new computing cluster, purchased under the in2in project, will enable performing complex 
parallel calculations in a relatively short time. Therefore, the MATLAB specialist software 
and two meteorological models: Weather Research and Forecasting (weather forecast) and 
Chimere (air pollutant transport model) may be used for air quality assessment, meteorological 
modelling as well as other complex computing tasks. 

In this way, the following data were ob-
tained: 
1 . Meteorological data for the Silesian 

Voivodship for the SINZAP pollution dis-
persion model, used in the air quality as-
sessment performed for the Voivodship 
Inspectorate for Environmental Protection 
in Katowice,

2 . Meteorological data for the Czech 
Republic-Poland border region for model-
ling emissions and concentrations of 
PM10 and PM2 .5 under the project 
Improvement of the air quality in the 
Czech Republic-Poland border region,

3 . Meteorological data to determine the influx 
of PM10 and PM2 .5 to the areas of Diabla 
Góra, Gdańsk and Katowice stations used 
in the project Analysis of air pollution with 
PM10 and PM2.5 taking into considera-

tion the chemical composition of dust and 
influence of natural sources, made for the 
General Inspectorate for Environmental 
Protection .
In the coming years, the MM5 model 

was replaced with a more complex Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. It 
was activated in 2011 on the MM5 cluster . It 
was used to analyse the impact of the height 
of a surface mixing layer on the occurrence 
of high dust concentrations in 2011 in the 
areas of the Silesian Voivodship and the 
Moravian-Silesian Region .

At present, meteorological modelling is 
performed on a new SYBILLA cluster, which 
was implemented under the in2in project . 
The forecast time was shor tened from 4 .5 
to 1.5 hours. Figure 1 illustrates precipita-
tion and wind field forecasts based on wind 
speed and direction measured at the METAR 
stations . 

Detailed information is available on the 
website: www.in2in.pl
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B. 2010-01-26, 11.00 PM till 2010-01-27, 2.00 PM  
(248-741 mg/m3)

A. 2010-01-25, 10:00 AM - 11.00 PM

Fig.1. Model trajectories of PM10 flux  
into the Katowice area
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